Lesson 16: Classroom Objects

16A. Instructions: listen for each question. If you are asked about one of the items whose picture is shown, then circle uné? and then circle the picture of the item. If the item is not shown, simply circle the word ta.

1. uné? ta

2. uné? ta

3. uné? ta

4. uné? ta

5. uné? ta
16B. Instructions: listen to the person speaking. Circle the items that they mention, and cross out the items that they DO NOT mention.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
17A. Instructions: as the speaker answers each question, circle the item that matches their answer.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
17B. **Instructions:** listen to the answers to the questions. If the speaker is wearing the item shown, circle it. If they are NOT wearing the item shown, cross it out.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9.
Lesson 18: Body Parts

18A. Instructions: number the body parts to show the order in which they are mentioned.
18B. **Instructions:** number the body parts to show the order in which they are mentioned.
Lesson 19: Actions 2

19A. Instructions: for each item, circle the SINGLE face if what is being said uses the SINGULAR forms, YOU and I. Circle the DOUBLE faces if what is being said uses the PLURAL form, THEY. Then circle the PLACE that is being mentioned.

1. 

2. 

3. 
19B. **Instructions:** Listen to the answers to the questions. If the speaker WENT to the place shown, circle it. If they DID NOT go there, cross out the place shown.

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  
8.  
9.
Lesson 20: Days of the Week

20A. Instructions: for each item, circle the day of the week that is mentioned, then circle the action that was done on that day.

1. sčacé
   sčxʷe
   ?aslá

2. čaľlá
   mo
   clčsta

3. sčl?c?
   clčsta
   čaľlá

4. mo
   ?aslá
   sčxʷe

5. sčxʷe
   sčacé
   sčl?e?
20B. **Instructions:** listen to the person tell about the day of the week. Then, circle the answer to the question, according to what they have said.

1. sčacé ?aslá mo

2. sčx*e čaľlá cľčsta

3. sčľ*e? mo sčacé

4. sčx*e ?aslá čaľlá

5. sčacé cľčsta sčľ*e?

6. sčľ*e? cľčsta čaľlá

7. ?aslá sčx*e sčacé

8. ?aslá čaľlá sčľ*e?

9. cľčsta sčľ*e? mo

10. mo čaľlá sčacé